CAMP GEAR LIST Year 6 - Taupo
DAY BAG - (Needed on Monday)
One small backpack
Lunch and Morning tea for Monday
A Lunchbox
Waterproof Raincoat
Wide brimmed sun hat
Plastic Drink bottle
LUGGAGE
A tramping Pack or large suitcase
Bag for toiletries
2 named plastic bags for wet clothing on last day
BEDDING
Pillow and pillowcase
Sleeping bag
Blanket (if sleeping bag is not warm enough)
A Single sheet for Camp mattress
CLOTHING
3 towels
Swimming togs
Polyprop or similar
Jumper or sweatshirt
Pyjamas
Underclothing for 4 days
T shirts and shorts for 4 days (no strappy tops /singlets)
1 Coloured T-Shirt for Class Challenges on Thursday suitable for active activities
6DB - Blue
6SG - Black
6BN - Green
6LD - Red
1 pair of jeans / track pants
At least 4 pairs of socks
Wide brimmed sun hat (In Day bag on Monday)
Warm woollen hat (beanie)
Waterproof raincoat (In Day bag on Monday)
1 set of clothing in which to travel home
GENERAL
Drink Bottle (screw top plastic bottle)

A book for personal reading
1 Black plastic refuse bag for dirty clothes
6 clothes pegs
TOILETRIES
Soap
1 Handtowel
Toothbrush and toothpaste
Flannel/sponge/face cloth
Brush or comb
Sun block
Insect Repellent
Personal medical requirements (checked in with camp medic)
Shower cap (especially for girls with long hair)
Lip Balm (if needed)
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
(Children take full responsibility for these)
Torch
Watch
Wet suit
Rash top
Beach/Reef shoes
Cards or board game
FOOTWEAR
A pair sports shoes suitable for walking. PE shoes are fine
1 pair of jandals/sandals suitable for indoor wear

Each class will be designated to bring either one ice-cream container of Home baking or one
bag of apples / oranges, these will be assigned at the beginning of Term One.
It is helpful if the ingredients of the home baking is written on the container.
Please ensure that there are no NUTS in the baking.
ALL PERSONAL ITEMS MUST BE NAMED CLEARLY.
NO PHONES OR OTHER ELECTRONIC DEVICES

